BH3 WEST BAY 2019

15-22 June

The Hashgate Diary
BH3 went on its biennial invasion of the South Coast. This time to West
Bay in Dorset, a lovely area sullied only by the presence of Hashers. This
diary is a personal view of a week of running and roistering.

BH3 West Bay 2019
T H E H A S H G A T E D I A RY

15TH JUNE - SATURDAY

W

imborne, on a rainy morning. Donut and I had arranged to meet up with TC, Whinge, WaveRider
and NappyRash for brunch at The Cloisters café. Whinge was in both a slightly grumpy and very
happy mood. Slightly grumpy because, having parked next to the church, he risked a fine and had
to go and move his car; very happy because his doctor had given him leave to stop taking his toxic pills for a
while so he could a) have a few drinks and b) feel a lot better. He was chilling, we agreed, rather than pilling.
We decided to celebrate by ordering full English breakfasts. A beaming young waitress staggered over and
heaved a small Snowdon of toast on to the table, prior to the breakfasts. We had to peer round it to talk to
each other. Never seen so much. When the breakfasts arrived, we manfully (and womanfully) tucked in, leaving
only a small toasty hillock.
While the others went straight to the caravan site we decided to stop off at Bridport, to get Donut a mask for
Friday evening’s masked dinner. Heading straight to the fancy dress and novelty shop we were surprised to
see, among the mass of goods, outfits named ‘Madame Vixen’ and ‘Brothel Babe’ hanging up near the children’s
teddy bear and unicorn clothes. Luckily, the friendly proprietor had any number of masks and we quickly bought
one before heading off to Waitrose for some booze. While I lounged idly by the gin display a bloke and his
wife wandered over. He eagerly grabbed two bottles of a local make while telling me, “Best gin on the planet.
Lovely stuff.” I replied that the Adnams Copper House had won a gold medal in 2017 and was my absolute
favourite. He hesitated for just a second, then grabbed a bottle, “Better have one of those too.” He grinned.
His wife gave me a resigned look as they headed off towards the tills.
We signed in at the reception desk with the above four and had the great idea of
hiring a couple of mobility scooters so we could arrive in style at the start of
Swallow and SlowSucker’s Hash that evening. Sadly, the scooters in the reception
area were not for hire but here’s a picture of Whinge trying one out. Given the
average age of BH3 we thought it would have been a jolly wheeze.
Walking over to our caravans we met Swallow and SlowSucker, off to lay their
Trail. Then Dumper and OldDog. As we chatted to them, we saw a large rabbit
eyeing us. Dumper took off like a rocket after it – perhaps he fancied rabbit stew
– but the bunny was too quick for him and hopped away with élan, pausing only
to stick up two fingers of his paw before disappearing behind a caravan.
Our caravan was about 2 miles from most of the rest of our group; only Snowy
and Slips being nearby. Having parked next to it we undid the boot and a mass
of running shoes, food, booze, jackets, a set of folding doors, two weasels who had
hitched a ride, a dead donkey and a rumpled-looking Boris Johnson exploded
from it. Amazing the amount of stuff you take for a week away isn’t it? We heaved
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it all into the spare room (or was it a cupboard?) and the caravan only heeled over a few degrees. A cup of
tea and a change of clothes and we were off to our first Hash.
SlowSucker and Swallow had laid a challenging Trail through West Bay and up over the golf course on the
cliffs to the East of the area. They managed to catch out Spot and Zebedee early on when they headed up a
False Trail over the cliffs. A friendly cheer greeted them as they began to turn back. Lonely and I scrambled up
the steep track across the wide greens, conversing surreally about retirement, pensions, String Theory and the
relative merits of blockchain (some of this list are true…😊) until we fetched up with the others at the Regroup
by another caravan site. The evening sun shone brightly, the air was hot, we sweated, perspired and glowed,
dependent on our preferred gender. Not sure what you’d do if non-binary – refuse to adhere to perspiration
stereotyping, presumably.
On one of the hugely steep hills we lost Aqua. Despite being called back by SlowSucker, she plodded resolutely
upwards, fulfilling her own agenda. Fortunately, she joined us later at the top of another momentous, grassy
incline where we all desperately fought for breath and tacitly cried, “Be still my beating heart!” The beautiful,
quaint English village of Burton Bradstock came and went, where we were cheered on by locals enjoying a
seated pint outside The Anchor Inn.
The hilly Dorset countryside basked in the late evening sunshine. On the top of the hills we could see the sea to
our left, its mirrorlike surface rolling gently, and herds of beautiful cows to our right, grazing contentedly on the
lush grass. Donut, Whinge, WaveRider and I ran in our own little group, thoroughly enjoying the final downhill
paths and tracks before trotting lightly across the flat grass behind West Bay by the side of the River Brit. A
nice Hash to start our week.
Later, we all congregated by the side of Whinge’s (and TC and WaveRider and NappyRash – I’ll refer to it as
Whinge’s to save typing 😊) caravan to eat fish and chips (very fresh and yummy). That is, before a lady
appeared around the side of the next one asking if we would mind keeping it quiet since she had just got her
baby off to sleep. She backed up her request by saying with a smile, “If she wakes up I’m handing her over to
you.” As one, our group, fearful of the consequence, took up our chairs and nipped round the other side of
Whinge’s where we held a quiet Down Down ceremony. The recipients of the hushed Downs were:-

Who Got It
Lonely
Lilo
SlowSucker, Swallow

Why
His 70th birthday! Difficult to believe isn’t it?
Her birthday and she wasn’t about to let on the details.
Tonight’s Hares

Ms Whiplash had made and brought a BH3 Summer Break 10th Anniversary cake. Here’s
a picture of the magnificent confection. Since Dumper had been the person who started
off our summer breaks, he was called out to make the first cut, to a rattle of applause.
Without him we wouldn’t have enjoyed such fun-filled coastal capers. He flourished the
knife dexterously, cutting the perfect first slice. Cakes and ale! BH3 was in its element and
much of the cake rapidly disappeared. Delicious! Thank you Ms W!
It began to get a tad chilly – even the seagulls were pulling on woolly bobble hats – so
we repaired to our various caravans after clearing up. Donut and I to Whinge’s where we
enjoyed an evening of booze and the card game Uno, one game of which WaveRider
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lost heavily, resulting in her summing up her experience with just one word: “Piss!” A frantic scrabbling on the
door announced the arrival of Lilo and Minx and we persuaded her (not that it took much) to partake of a large
G&T before she staggered back to her own caravan, led by Minx, a tad worse for wear.
We followed her example, consulting the map and setting our satnav for our faraway retreat.
The first day was over. A large and rather saturnine-looking seagull hovered over the nearby flats. Sighting
Whinge’s car it set its internal navigation system to ‘Auto-Poop’, glided silently over and delivered its payload,
splat in the middle of the roof. Task accomplished, it wheeled away, over to another caravan roof and settled
down for a satisfying sleep.

16TH JUNE – SUNDAY

I

am unable to print here the words used by Whinge the next morning when he peered through the curtains
to see the artwork on his car. Suffice to say, he was not well pleased and washed off the offending effluent
while glaring at the various seabirds that flew around unconcernedly, watching him, their beaks seeming to
curl into smiles.
A while later, during breakfast, Whinge et al were disturbed by a tapping at their door. It was the seagull,
come to see if he could scrounge any spare toast. Whinge carefully filled a large glass with water, then rushed
over to the door, opened it and threw the contents at the offending bird. But the door opened outwards and
Bob (as they christened him) flew away with a cackle.
Today, we gathered at reception for the walk, organised by Snowy and Slips. The weather was blustery, but
bright and warm and we set off through the back of the caravan site. A couple of alpacas with fuzzy haircuts
reviewed us as we strolled past the bottom of their field and the air was thick with birdsong. A lovely morning.
The route led through a
delightful
and
remote
churchyard, up steep forest
tracks, through areas of shiggy in
thick vegetation, past the
curiously named Eype (from Old
English, meaning ‘a steep place’
– it was!) and up to the
Thorncombe Beacon on the top
of a cliff. The original beacon
was built in 1588 as part of a
chain of warning beacons to be
lit if the Spanish Armada was
sighted. We took a group
photograph which you can see to
the right.
Half way up another of the cliffs
we met Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop who had sensibly driven to The Anchor pub (our destination at the
originally named Seatown) and walked back a little way to find us. From here, we headed up to the top of the
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cliff for a superb view of the coastline stretched out on either side of us and the restless sea, like some great,
liquid creature breathing, out in front. The gusts of wind occasionally buffeted us off-path. It was interesting to
watch Snowy attempting to walk forwards, be caught by one and see him
suddenly lurch drunkenly sideways as he attempted to keep his balance and not
roll down the grassy hill.
The Anchor is a pleasant (if expensive – they are the only pub for miles) place
with good food and beer. As we looked for a sheltered place to sit, we saw
some lunatic plunging into the wind-whipped sea. It was indeed a lunatic;
Dipstick, to be precise. He’d torn off most of his clothes and was frolicking in the
spume like Titian’s ‘Venus Rising From The Sea’. Well, maybe not exactly Venus.
More like one of the Dr Who sea-monsters. At least he dipped and didn’t get
stuck. We left him to it and found seating in an area surrounded by low walls
that at least meant the head stayed on our beer and the top piece of bread on
our rolls.
After a pleasant lunchtime carouse, we ambled back to West Bay where we slalomed down the cliff path to
the esplanade, which was strewn with dinosaur-like heavy plant that was being used to create a breakwater
out of huge boulders. Overlooking the esplanade was senior citizens’ housing and some wag had placed a
notice on the fence outside it that read ‘Dangerous – Do Not Feed!”
Snowy and Slips’ excellent walk was 7½ miles in length and every step was enjoyable. Thank you to them for
organising it.
Lilo and TinOpener had invited everyone over to their caravan that afternoon for cakes and tea. Very civilized
idea. Mind you, by the time Donut and I got there the caravan was stuffed with hot Hashers, desperate to
breathe. A kind of Black Hole of Calcutta in Dorset. We sensibly stayed by the open door, chatting with Spot
and Babe. Lilo saw us and called over, “Would you like some cake up your end?” Now Lilo is the perfect hostess
but I felt this might be taking the looking after of guests just a little too far. I politely declined… but filed away
the offer for future reference. 😊
In the evening we were to enjoy a short coach drive to The Stable, part of The Bull Inn at Bridport. We were
met at the entrance to the site by our very jolly coach driver, who had an ego and mental joke store the size of
his belly. I hadn’t realised that risky 1970’s humour was still alive and kicking at the edifice of political
correctness. It was like having Bernard Manning drive us. At least he found the place, parked and we squirmed
rapidly off the coach.
The Stable consisted of a large, bucolic-style hall, with long tables and benches down one end and very few
serving staff. While we waited… and waited for our drinks orders (no real ale!) to be taken Ms Whiplash
handed out a quiz, filched from (I believe) the WI which contained sexually suggestive questions, the answers
to which were parts of the body. For example: ‘It’s long, hard and sometimes bends?’ The answer turned out to
be the spine, though several members (!) opted for an entirely different part. Similarly, with the question: ‘Babies
suck these’. The answer was, of course, ‘Thumbs’, not what you were thinking. Eventually, drinks arrived, followed
by the food, which was pretty good, though TC’s potato wedges were more like soggy door stops. SlowSucker’s
spicy pizza had him gasping and perspiring like he’d just ‘won’ a Hash Trail. We retired to the local
Wetherspoons pub, The Greyhound, for some real beer before returning to the coach and a joke-filled trip
back to the site.
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Bob, snoozing on the top of a street light, spotted our arrival, stretched his wings and took off for the evening’s
bombing run. Seeing that the Whinge caravan occupants had retired for a brief gin libation he set course,
swooped over to Whinge’s car, executed a perfect stall turn and left a pleasing pattern that he likened to an
Impressionist version of the White Cliffs of Dover on its roof.

17TH JUNE – MONDAY

T

he Anchor was to be the location for the start of today’s exceptionally good Trail, laid by the ever-young
C5 and Mr Blobby. These two gentlemen of the road (and forests and farmland) not only laid the flour
for this lengthy and steep Trail (it went up and over Golden Cap!) early in the morning but also ran it with
us. Hats off to them; general genuflection; we are not worthy. 😊
Dipstick had started the day with beer for
breakfast. ‘Nuff said, I guess. The weather was
a bit cloudy and still a little windy and we
gathered in the car park, huddling together to
keep warm. Here’s a picture of some of the
huddling. As you can see, Donut is dressed for
a winter experience. No change there then.
She, Snowy and I decided we’d like to take the
early short cut offered by our Hares. It saved
us a strenuous troll up the cliffs in the opposite
direction to the main Trail and we grasped the
opportunity with both feet. Our first part of the
Trail led upwards along a narrow farm track,
edged on the sides by tangled hedges and
trees. Up and up and up we went, until I found
a Bar Check and skipped back down to tell the others. It may have been a mental hiccup or being distracted
by running in this beautiful countryside, but I was convinced it had been a Bar-4. Oops! We shot back four blobs
and headed over towards the cliffs… where there was no flour. We finally figured out it had been a standard
Bar Check by running up to it again, greeting the walking group: Mrs Blobby, Whinge, Lilo et al, then running
back to the blob where we should have gone off into the woods originally. Oh dear. Perhaps I won’t take up
orienteering after all.
It was a superb run through the forests and green fields as the sun began to peep through. Donut began to
divest herself of a number of garments but still kept on the thermals, sheepskin knee muffs and sealskin mittens
– it wasn’t that warm!
After delving about via a cheeky Bar Check in a fairy glen we popped out by a National Trust cottage to see
Golden Cap towering above us. At 191 metres, it is the highest point on the South Coast and provides fantastic
views in all directions when you stand on the top. Of course, you have to get up it first and this can be something
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of a challenge. The close-cropped, grassy
track to base camp forces your ankles into
an impossible angle, pulls out the calf
muscles like tautly stretched rubber bands
and causes the climber to inhale/exhale like
an 80-a-day Capstan Full Strength addict.
Base camp is a bench ¾ of the way up. The
summit is still a few hundred yards up a
flinty, zigzag, stepped path. But when you
reach the summit, gasping for air and with
your quads on fire it’s worth all that effort.
Though a touch misty the sea and land views
were eye-gogglingly beautiful. Here’s Mr Blobby’s picture of some of our exhausted group, including C5, who
looks like he might need CPR. (He wouldn’t be getting the kiss of life from me, I might add)
The run back down the other side of the cliff was almost straight, thank goodness. While breezing through a
field full of the most beautiful, powder blue flowers we came across Zebedee, who was running towards us. “I
missed a bit out.” He explained, and ran on. Perhaps he should be renamed Dipstick II.
Getting back to the car park was a great relief to us all… until we noticed Snowy with his bum cheeks on show
as he changed by his car. I now understood why the gluteal muscles contain the descriptive word ‘Maximus’…
Though the pub served fine pints of Palmer’s ale they experienced a power cut and couldn’t feed us. This
actually worked to our advantage since they refunded our payments and had already refunded the local car
park charge. Nice to get something for nothing. We moved on to the Down Downs. C5 had kindly volunteered
me as RA and the awards were as follows:-

Who Got It
Spex
Zebedee
Dipstick
Snowy
Lilo
Hashgate
NappyRash
C5, Mr Blobby

Why
Stretching her muscles(!) before the Hash.
Cheating and masochism. A) he missed part of the Trail. B) He went back and
ran round it. Doh!
Drinking beer at breakfast.
Baring his all in the car park!
Asking Hashgate at her afternoon tea, “Would you like some cake up your end?”
Being a prat for calling a single Bar Check as a Bar-4. Well deserved!
RA abuse. Saying he was only running because the walkers had kicked him out
of their group.
Today’s excellent (and no doubt exhausted) Hares.

In the evening, Snowy, Slips, TC, Whinge, NappyRash, WaveRider, Donut and I walked over to Bridport to sup
some ale in the fine local pub, The Woodman. We were joined a little later by Dipstick, who was on his way to
(I think, Portsmouth) en route to France. We managed not to piss off the locals too much, repaired to The
Greyhound for some food, then wandered back to the caravan site, enjoying the still evening, before a session
of gin and Uno. It was with tired legs that Donut and I made our way back to our temporary home later.
Bob opened an eyelid where he was perched on a nearby caravan as we left Whinge’s. His beak curled into
a gull-like smile. Or it would have done if he could have. He too had had a busy day: catching fish, stealing ice
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creams from aghast children, arguing vociferously with other seabirds and generally making a nuisance of
himself. This would be a quick one. He took off, sighted the bronze rooftop of his quarry, swooped, released
and made it back to his comfy rooftop in less than three minutes. A job well done; he was asleep in no time.

18TH JUNE – TUESDAY

W

aveRider, TC, Whinge and NappyRash had organised bikes for all who wanted to cycle around
the busy town of Weymouth and the Isle of Portland. These were Zebedee, Florence, Spex,
LoudonTasteless, TC, Whinge, NappyRash, WaveRider, Ms Whiplash UtterlyButterly, Babe, C4, C5,
Mr Blobby, Mrs Blobby, Donut and Hashgate. We made our way there by car and eyed the sky cautiously.
Grey clouds, a stiff breeze and spots of rain greeted us. The cycle shop, Tilleys, is a wonderful place. Stuffed
to the gunwales with bikes, motorbikes, scooters and friendly staff, we were made extremely welcome and led
through the labyrinthine interior, smelling of oil and metal, to the back, where our bikes were waiting. There
were a number of bright yellow, brand new urban bikes and good quality mountain bikes. The herding of cats
is nothing compared to getting BH3 organised. Bikes were tried and changed, seats raised or lowered, bike
locks checked, cycles compared. The staff
were patience personified and eventually
our group wobbled off, making our way to
the re-purposed railway track (the
Rodwell Trail) that led towards the main
road past Chesil Beach. This World
Heritage Site takes its name from the Old
English ‘ceosel’ or ‘cisel’, meaning gravel or
shingle. It stretches between Weymouth
and Portland, linking them and is a
wonderful place for birdlife, attempting to
walk on its sliding pebbles or just sitting
watching and listening to the sea that
tumbles the pebbles over and over with a
clashing, sliding sound. There is a Chesil
Beach Visitor Centre that includes the Dorset Wildlife Trust and, more importantly, a café. I was desperate for
a coffee, so Donut and I split from the main group and got ourselves some caffeine while watching the birdlife
on the live TV screens. Fascinating place. I recommend a visit.
Donut and I remounted in the light rain that dripped over the causeway to Portland. We made our way over
to Portland harbour and admired the sturdy Sherman tank that stood guard outside the WW2 D-Day Museum
before deciding that we had had enough of the damp, cool weather and cycling round the cycleway towards
the main road. As we passed a bar/café a figure appeared from the doorway. It was WaveRider, beckoning
us in. Inside was a very damp-looking BH3, drinking the first, or second, pint of the day. NappyRash had
suggested a coffee but Whinge had overruled him with a beer order. Excellent choice.
The ride back later was a mite drizzly, turning to heavier rain, so Donut and I opted to return the bikes when it
was suggested we all cycled round a nearby lake. When we got back to our car we had to change into dry
clothes inside it and put our wet shoes just under each side of the car. “Let’s go to Dorchester.” We said and
swept off, windscreen wipers splashing back and forth. It was only when we got there that we realized we had
left the shoes in the Weymouth car park! Ooer! A frantic call to WaveRider, who promised to check if they were
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still there. We were lucky. Some kind soul had spotted them and put them together in the middle of the parking
space so they wouldn’t be run over. WaveRider picked them up and let us know. Amazing how stupid one can
be. 😊
While a number of BH3 made for The Greyhound in Bridport, Donut and I found the
impossibly quaint Oak Tea Rooms, staffed by a single and very friendly ‘Nippy’,
dressed in the J. Lyons & Co black and white uniform. The oak panelled room in
which we sat was famous for being Judge Jeffries’ (the Hanging Judge) courtroom
of the Bloody Assizes. In 1685, 302 cases were heard, resulting in 74 executions,
175 people being transported and 9 fined or whipped. Makes you think that the
Down Downs are not so bad.
On Back to our caravan and we passed Lilo, on her way to the swimming pool. She
didn’t stay since it was full of splashing children. Like us, she and many others used
the afternoon to just crash and regroup.
The evening was a do-it-yourself so Whinge, TC, WaveRider, NappyRash, Snowy
and Slips nipped round the harbour for a beer and some food in The Bridport Arms
where a friendly and rather camp member of staff served us. The rest of the evening
was spent in Whinge’s caravan for a spot of roistering and gin. Very pleasant.
When we staggered away later, unbeknown to us, Bob circled with some difficulty
The Oak Tea Rooms,
Dorchester
overhead. It had been a bonanza nourishment day for him with mackerel and a
large bag of dropped chips and his feathered belly was gurgling. His target stood shining in the gathering
darkness. With a squeaky burp and a brief seagullian ‘Tally Ho!’ he zoomed in and dropped rather a lot of
ballast, which caused him to gain altitude dramatically, due to the weight loss. “Phew, that’s a relief.” Was his
first thought. The second was to spend the night afloat, tossing amongst the waves. “Life.” He mused, heading
out to sea. “Can’t get much better.”

19TH JUNE – WEDNESDAY

A

n(other) exciting day lay ahead of us. It was Charmouth Quiz Day.
WaveRider, NappyRash, TC, Whinge, Donut and I had put together a
fiendish, two-part questionnaire. Participants would follow a trail around
Charmouth, finding the
answers to questions
that included words on
blue plaques around
the village and the
names of places or
items to be worked out
from cryptic clues. The
below pictures of the
quiz sheets explain it better (I hope!). Mind you, one of the red triangles at the
bottom of Hammonds Road was spurious; a ‘printer’s error’. The theme of the day
was ‘I do like to be beside the seaside’ and a variety of Hawaiian shirts, knotted
handkerchief (C5) and bright clothing appeared. We were wearing our specially
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commissioned ‘Quiz Leader’ T-shirts. Quite why NappyRash and Whinge were wearing theirs back-to-front I
don’t know. As you can see, Zebedee went for a pirate look. Several locals asked him why as he marauded
around the roads… We split into small teams and off we went.

It’s interesting how the majority of our group went about this quiz in a
light-hearted manner and how some went ‘eyeballs-out- to win. Examples
of the two opposites were JJ/Aqua and (who else😊), SlowSucker. The
former gave us the best and funniest answer to question 2: ‘What’s
stopping the pricks?’. This was in reference to a large cactus in a front
garden that had corks stuck on its sharp bits. JJ and Aqua’s answer was
‘Dorset County Council’. Also, Snowy and Slips answer to question 12:
‘What animal lives above the Abode?’ (clearly it was the ammonite or
nautilus weathervane) was ‘A lobster’. Marking the answers was great
fun. Dumper, OldDog and Swallow were team members with SlowSucker
and it was great to see them ambling about, enjoying the sunshine while
he ran all over the place, desperately looking for answers. Sadly, they
didn’t win (see the awards in the Friday diary entry later on for the
winners). We had said that the quiz would end at The George at noon
and the Quiz Leaders decisions would be final. So we decided to wind
SlowSucker up a bit by telling him, when he turned up 5 minutes late after
chasing a late answer, that we would have to dock his team a point for
every late minute and that we might be adding points to the scores of
people we liked. Naughty, but fun. 😊
Beer and sandwiches were ordered and consumed with gusto (it’s a
special Italian sauce…) in the pub, after which we all drove back in the
lovely sunshine, looking forward to Zeb and Flo’s Hash in the evening.
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This was to be at the curiously named village of Whitchurch Canonicorum and we boarded our coach later, the
merry japester at the wheel continuing to regale us with ‘jokes’. That is, until we turned off the main road into
the twisting, narrow lane that leads to the village and he got lost. We literally scraped along the single track
lanes until WaveRider, who knows this area well, took charge and told him in no uncertain terms where to go.
Just as well; we’d never have made it to The Five Bells Inn otherwise.
We thanked Zeb and Flo in the car park. They had zipped here earlier, direct from the Charmouth Quiz, to lay
this hilly Trail in pouring rain and got completely soaked. Heroes, both of them.
Hilly, doesn’t quite accurately describe this roller coaster of a Trail. The land around was steep, with lush green
hills and valleys and we seemed to run around and up and down most of it. Early on, we stopped to look in the
Anglican church of St Candida & Holy Cross, where the ashes of Robin Day are buried. It is a fascinating old
High Church, built in the 12th Century by Benedictine monks. St Candida’s shrine is an altar-like structure with
three oval openings into which people can place their limbs in the hope of healing. I tried sticking a weary leg
in but can’t say there was any immediate improvement.
We ran on through soaking grass, Lonely, Donut and I getting caught out by a sneaky Bar and losing The Pack.
But we eventually stonked up that bloody great big hill to the Regroup at the top where a large topiary face
with a scruffy beard peers out of the hedge. “Did they know you were coming?” I asked GnomeAlone, eyeing
his ZZ Top-style beard. Where
did we go from here? Why,
further up the hill of course and
out on to a grand plateau of
scrub and furze. The Hares
wanted us to see the view of
Golden Cap – it really was
magnificent… and almost worth
the scurrying climb. 😊
Especially when that partial
rainbow appeared! Here’s a
picture of us all.
Fortunately, and probably not
surprisingly, most of the rest of
the Trail was downhill. We
motored
along
narrow
footpaths, lined with vicious
stinging nettles, trotted down
damp roads and crossed wet fields until we finally reached the village. One small, steep hill and we were at
the pub. A great relief and a great Trail. Our thanks again to Zeb and Flo.
The pub food was served quickly and efficiently and was certainly rather tasty. While we variously pecked,
chomped, masticated or wolfed our meals another two quizzes appeared (courtesy of WaveRider) and, yet
again, brows were ridged and pencil ends sucked in intense concentration. People do seem to find these things
very important to complete and get correct. Mid you, some of our group; Mr Blobby, C5, NappyRash and
SlowSucker were actually more interested in watching the womens’ World Cup football on the bar television.
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Fortunately, half-time came round and most people had completed the quizzes so I figured it was time to award
the Down Downs (C5 thought I had done such an appalling job earlier in the week that I should do another one
to try and improve) and called everyone outside in the bright rays of the setting sun. The awards were as
follows:-

Who Got It
Mr Blobby
C5
JJ/Aqua
WaveRider
GnomeAlone
Florence, Zebedee

Why
Not only struggled to open a simple gate during today’s Trail but dobbed in C5
for the below.
Dobbing in Mr Blobby! What a pair. He also, during the Weymouth bike ride,
fell off and was noticed by the police riding on the wrong side of the road!
Firstly, for their inability to read the Charmouth Quiz simple map, despite being
orienteers. Secondly, for their excellent answer to the question, “What’s stopping
the pricks?” (See page 10)
For being today’s human satnav and saving our coach driver from extreme
embarrassment.
Having his features modelled in the hedge at today’s first Regroup.
Today’s outstanding Hares. Very well done to them!

We later dragged our weary bodies back on to the coach and were pleasantly surprised when our driver
found the correct route back to the caravan site. A small ripple of mental applause for him then.
From a roosting position on the rooftop on the nearby block of flats, Bob eyed the return of the Whinge caravan
contents with a bleary eye. He had been on the sardines for much of the day and was feeling distinctly squiffy.
These small, oily members of the Herring family have quite an hallucinogenic effect on seagulls if ingested in
sufficient quantities. An attempt to rise and prepare himself for this evening’s bombing run resulted in an
unsteady lurch forward, landing on his beak and unloading the shipment he had earmarked for Whinge’s car
at point of departure. Just as he lost consciousness Bob mentally uttered the words, “Oh shi…”

20TH JUNE – THURSDAY

O

n this bright morning, we met Snowy and Slips by their caravan to walk together to where the coach
waited for us by the site entrance. Half way along the site road Slips suddenly exclaimed, “I’ve left
my phone behind!” “Don’t worry.” Said her caring husband. “I’ll nip back and get it.” And off he shot.
It must have been all of two minutes later, when he was well out of sight, that Slips said, “Oops! I had it in my
bag all the time.” I’m sure Snowy found this most amusing later…
Our day out today was to not one, but two secret locations. We hadn’t a clue where we were going. We just
hoped our coach driver did. We concentrated on enjoying the views of the countryside as we sped along a
variety of roads. Until we turned off into a labyrinth of increasingly narrow lanes, the last of which gripped
and scraped the sides of the coach with gnarled old tree roots and scratchy hedges. At last, we squeezed
ourselves to a standstill outside Dorset Nectar, an award-winning artisan cider maker’s site near Waytown in
Dorset.
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We were to enjoy a guided tour and
history of the place by Penny, one of the
owners, who had one of her workers shoo
away a couple of honking geese who
were keen to see us off the premises and
return to the small puddle they regarded
as home. After a brief introduction, we
were led into the squat lines of apple
trees in the orchard. Here’s a picture of
our sober group, concentrating intently on
our hostess’s information. Amazing really.
We look almost quite intelligent.
The information that interested us most of all was Penny’s description of their Wassail event in January, where
everyone from the area gathers in the frosty orchard to frighten off the devil and any other nasties who might
adversely affect the apple crop. Their methods are, to say the least, interesting. They make as much noise as
possible with drums, pots and pans, burn stuff in old oil drums, eat pizza, drink cider and, believe it or not, run
up and down the lines of trees naked. I don’t know about the devil but the thought frightens the crap out of me!
After a sojourn to the new cider press we repaired to the tasting area. BH3 has always been a group that likes
to fully participate in ‘tastings’ especially if they are free. The full set of Dorset Nectar’s product line was sloshed
into plastic cups and downed by everyone with gusto. As more cider was quaffed the tasting comments became
more florid… and louder. “Hmm. A fruity little number with a soupçon of sugary aftertaste.” “Ah. A lively froth
of sweetness complimented with a bijou hint of
citrus.” “By Jove! A distinctly amiable quaffer. Long
on the tongue and a deliciously smooth finish.” The
rabid crowd bayed for more until the table top
was littered with empty bottles and tops and
Penny’s metal bottle opener glowed red from
constant use. Being a good businesswoman, she just
happened to mention that any of their cider could
be purchased in yonder shop, then stood quickly to
one side as BH3 stampeded towards the counter.
Clawing, biting, elbowing and eye-gouging were
all brought in to play in order to get there first. JJ
Snowy attempts to appear sober while NonStick shows it
and Aqua bought most of the stock, closely followed
like it really is.
by WaveRider. The rest struggled and heaved in a
mass scrum for bottles, much like the Eton Wall Game, but more violent.
We finally boarded the coach, clinking loudly, and had to eject the friendly, old, black dog who lived at Dorset
Nectar but who had decided he would quite like to travel with mad, old people for a while. I can only assume
he’d been drinking too much of the cider for quite some time…
So where did we go on our second mystery trip of the day? Why to The Tank Museum at Bovington of course!
As we pulled in to the car park my first (possibly sexist) thought was ‘I wonder if the ladies will find this very
interesting?’ But I had underestimated our organising committee. The entire experience was most interesting. We
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split into two groups. One group was to be given a tour entitled ‘The Tank Story’, which went round 35 of the
most important tanks in history since 1915. The other group’s tour was entitled ‘The Trench Experience’, where
we walked in the footsteps of a British WW1 soldier, from recruiting office to front line – both from the Allies
and the German perspective. The Germans seemed to have a much better trench life than our chaps. It almost

looked quite cosy. Until the first of the Allies’ tanks began to attack them. Imagine being in a German trench
when one of these monsters appeared!
Our coach driver proved he was not just a joker when he spotted Lilo wandering about outside the museum with
her mad dog, Minx. In reply to his question she said she was not allowed to take the dog inside so he very
kindly took her (the dog, that is) for a walk so Lilo could enjoy the exhibitions. Very kind of him!
After a spot of grub and a drink in the enormous café we began to get our own troops together in order to
leave. This was the usual BH3 ‘herding cats’ procedure and took a while. But eventually the last of us walked by
the impressive Soldiers’ Statue outside the main entrance and made our way to the coach where we swapped
stories of our tours and agreed we had very much enjoyed our day’s mystery trips. Another ‘well done’ to our
organizing committee.
That evening we all repaired to The West Bay Hotel for dinner. Essentially, our seating filled almost the entire
bar; a long ‘L’ shape along which the barmaids/waitresses, their hair immaculate and faces made up (they
might have just left Love Island!) skittered about, delivering drinks and meals. Getting to the loo if you were in
the middle of the long side of the ‘L’ and by the wall was quite interesting but we all had a great time and
were surprised and delighted when LoudonTasteless gave us an impromptu cabaret, as we left, by falling over
while trying to climb across the table. 😊 Walking back to the site in the moonlight by the harbour where the
little boats swayed gently was a pleasant experience… and no-one fell in.
I found out the next morning that the Whinge caravan occupants were drinking until 12:30 in the morning. Which
was an interesting thing to do considering that we needed to be up exceptionally early for the Longest Day
Hash.
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While they caroused, Bob wheeled high in the night sky, contemplating his options. There were many cars on
the site, including a rather nice, blue Jaguar outside that Hashgate’s caravan. Oh, what the hell, he thought. It’s
all gone very well so far. Angling his wings like a Stuka Dive Bomber (well, they had been to the Tank Museum
today, he thought) he turned on to the line of attack towards Whinge’s car, jettisoned his consignment at just the
right moment and executed a perfect stall turn before landing on a nearby roof and settling down for the
night’s kip.

21ST JUNE – FRIDAY

I

t was a very early wake-up. About 4 am. Fortunately, the weather was good. Spot’s legendary, annual Trail
had already been laid by him and we gathered, blearily, by the entrance to the site, trying not to be noisy.
We figured other caravanners, particularly those with children, would not be so keen to see the sunrise. We
On Outed quietly. It was difficult to get
the legs going at this time of the
morning but there was an excitement in
the air and the birds sang beautifully
as we swept along the narrow, hedgelined path past the back of the site.
Luckily, for those of us still only half
awake we stopped in the large field
that is only ¼ mile from the site and
stood in groups in the dew-shimmering
grass, looking towards the distant hill
where the sun would rise. While we
waited, I mentioned to NonStick that he
had his T-shirt on inside out. Obviously, his brain had not completely fired up since he looked at the label under
his chin and said, “It’s ok. At least it’s not back to front.” Suddenly realizing his ‘Doh!’ moment he whipped it off,
exposing far too much flesh for that time of the morning, turned it the right way round, with the outside actually
on the outside, then whipped it back on with a sheepish smile.
The sky was clear and beyond the distant hill the most beautiful sunrise started to show. Here’s what it looked
like. Brilliant (in both ways) and well worth the early start to the day.
The
sky
slowly
lightened, from deep
bronze, brushing the
clouds with vivid
pinks and greys, to a
glorious, burnished
gold. The sun had
announced
the
Longest Day in a most
spectacular way and
we felt privileged to
have seen it. We are
so lucky! 😊
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While everyone else skittered round Spot’s Trail (some getting a tad lost on
the way…) Whinge, Donut and I decided to amble back to the caravan site
in the light rain that suddenly appeared and were happy to get into the
warmth of Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop’s caravan, where these two
splendid ladies were preparing breakfast. Tea and a bacon roll with a fried
egg went down very quickly. It began to rain a little harder outside and the
temperature cooled. When the rest of the Hashers appeared, they were wet
and cold and all too ready for their breakfasts. The caravan filled with damp
people and began to steam up. Though still very early we were all in good
spirits and the bacon rolls, Bucks Fizz, tea and coffee disappeared very
quickly. Surprising how much mess a group of people can make in such a
short time. Thanking the two Pennys, we slouched back to our caravan and
went back to bed. Lovely way to start the Longest Day! 😊
The rest of the morning was ours so Donut and I went to Bridport to that
excellent milliners and drapery shop, Snooks to get Whinge a birthday
present. If you get a chance, go there. They have the most friendly and
knowledgeable staff and a host of hats of all kinds. Following their
recommendation, we then went to the Italian coffee shop opposite for a great
coffee and home-made cake. The morning went well.
In the afternoon we all drove to Charmouth where we were to enjoy a fossil
beach walk, organized by WaveRider. We gathered on the grassy hill up
behind the café by the beach where Chris, our tour guide, started a fascinating talk about the mass of fossils
that can be found on the coastline. A little way into it I received a call from Slips, wondering where we all were.
She and Snowy had arrived a little late and were hanging around the café, where we originally all met. There
was some joking at their expense when they finally joined us.
Our breakfast ladies, hard at it.

Chris led us down to the seashore and we began to cast around for fossils. Despite the tide having been out for
some time (the best fossils can be found just after it has gone out) we found a remarkable number of bits of
ammonites and belemnites and Snowy found a
superb example of a Devil’s Toenail (an extinct
oyster).
Of course, poor Chris was forever being
approached by a hopeful Hasher with an object
in hand only to be summarily dismissed with, “It’s
a stone.” It was fascinating to watch our widely
dispersed group ambling, bent over, along the
shore. One set of old fossils looking for others…

What was left of an ammonite, inside a rock.
Along with the ammonite you see to the right and
some belemnites, I found an example of fossilized reed that had become embedded in rock as tiny, star-shaped,
white clusters. Everyone else had found fossils too and we all headed back to our site later well satisfied with
our interesting afternoon.
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That evening was to be our last grand meal at The Clock House Inn at Chideock not far from where we had
hashed on Wednesday at Whitchurch Canonicorum. It was to be a masked event. Hashers love dressing up and
it was great to see a coach full of people wearing masks. Snowy had on a monster mask, though some said it
was difficult to know whether he was wearing one. Utterly Butterly had cleverly made one out of an Utterly
Butterly spread tub lid. JJ and Aqua were two owls. A pair of wise guys then.
A pleasant surprise in the form of Zebedee met us as we began to descend from the coach. He is the committee
treasurer and he and his colleagues had been very prudent with our money. So much so, that he was handing
out £30 cash to everyone. A financial bonus for the end of the week! Certainly, an extra round of drinks later.
Here’s a picture of a lucky masked fellow with two
delightful masked ladies to give you a flavour of
the evening.
Just behind us you can see a clock and you can
also see that the 8 (the numbers were magnetic
blocks) is in the wrong place. SlowSucker’s OCD
kicked in and he just had to put it back in the right
place before going to the loo. We couldn’t have
that, of course, and moved a few out of order
again. When he came back, he took one look and
promptly put them back again. We took great
pleasure in surreptitiously re-arranging them
every time he wasn’t looking and every time, he
re-ordered them. Just as we were leaving later,
and too late for him to do anything about it, we mentioned that we’d mixed the numbers up again. Little things
etc. The meal was a great success and the waiting staff found it hugely amusing to call out our Hash names in
order to deliver the correct meals. The names Ms Whiplash, OldDog, SlowSucker and Whinge tickled them the
most. Lucky OldFart wasn’t with us! 😊
After the meal it was time for the week’s awards and Down Downs, ably presented by C5 and Mr Blobby. The
list is as follows:-

Who got it
The organising committee.
WaveRider, NappyRash, Whinge, TC,
Donut, Hashgate.
Spot, Florence and Zebedee, C5 and
Mr Blobby, Swallow and SlowSucker.
Snowy and Slips.
Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop.
C4 and C5
Lonely
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Why
For organising the week’s enjoyment.
Arranging the Charmouth Quiz.
Setting the Trails and the walk.
Organising accommodation, Longest Day breakfast. Were
awarded ewe plaques.
Amnesia Awards for lost property. Both lost T-shirts.
The Hasher Who Lived Up To His name. He drifted off alone
on a number of occasions. He received two sheep key rings,
which he managed to wear on his ears.

GnomeAlone
WaveRider
Whinge
Hashgate

Spot

Dumper
Utterly Butterly and Ms Whiplash

Established a home from home by joining other people in their
caravan and got 3 ticks stuck on him. He received a Gnome
Sweet Gnome plaque.
Organising the fossil walk. She received a sheep motif scarf.
The Most Colourful Dresser Of The Week. He received a multicoloured little sheep and TC got a sheep shopping bag so she
can buy him some decent clothes.
My RA duties. I received a solar-powered, shimmying Sean The
Sheep since I was shorn of all decency for awarding myself a
Down Down drink at Monday’s Hash. The little fellow is even
now shimmying on our bedroom window sill. 😊
The On Your Bike Award. For going off train spotting during
the Hash bike ride in Weymouth. He received a mug and an
egg cup so he can make himself breakfast before he lays the
next Longest Day Hash.
Awarded a furry sheep and a huge round of applause for
being the chap who started off this BH3 biennial holiday.
Very, very well deserved!
Judged to have the best masks of the evening.

Then the winners of the Charmouth Quiz were awarded ‘I do like to be beside the seaside’ fridge magnets and
boxes of clotted cream, shortbread biscuits.
Third was the ‘CBeebies’ (Mr Blobby, Mr Blobby, C4 and C5)
Second was ‘Splod’ (Spot, Lonely, OldDog and Dumper – see how they got the name 😊)
First was CabinBuoy, Nonstick and Clogs (I can’t remember their team name. Doh!)
Back at the caravan site, a number of us
repaired to the cabaret bar, where we
supped G & T’s, were entertained by a
singer and a disco and cut a fine rug on
the dance floor. It all got deliciously rowdy
and here’s a picture of some of us after a
few gins looking remarkably sober…
While we caroused, Bob, perched on
Whinge’s car, was feeling quite maudlin.
He knew we were leaving tomorrow and
was quite sad that his favourite target
would be gone. With a tear in his eye he
deposited a small farewell gift halfheartedly and flapped off to the top of a
warm street light where he settled down
for his night’s sleep. Perhaps, he thought with a sniff, there might be a nice black car by the caravan tomorrow.
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What a great week! A huge thank you to the committee and all who helped make it such a success. A lot of that
success was made by everyone who went on our holiday, joined in the fun and enjoyed every minute of it.
We are indeed a lucky set of people. Here’s to the next one!
Who were the excellent Organising Committee members?

Name
Ms Whiplash
PennyPitstop
Zebedee
Mrs Blobby
C4
C5
Mr Blobby and Florence

Jobs
Accommodation, dinner menus, Longest Day breakfast.
Ms Whiplash’s able assistant.
Treasurer.
Transport.
Days out.
Programme and loudmouth front man (his description, not mine!)
Dogsbodies (Again, C5’s description, not mine 😊)

Who were the West Bay revellers? In no particular order:Ms Whiplash, Mr Blobby, Mrs Blobby, Babe, Spex, C4, C5, PennyPitstop, Florence, Zebedee, Snowy, Slips,
Slowsucker, Swallow, Lonely, Dumper, Old Dog, CheapDate, GnomeAlone, CabinBuoy, Clogs, NonStick, TC,
Whinge, WaveRider, NappyRash, Hashgate, Donut, LoudnTasteless, Tin Opener, Spot, Dipstick, Lilo and dog
Minx, JJ, Aqua, UtterlyButterly

THE WEEK’S ITINERARY
Day

Daytime Activity

Evening

Saturday

Hash starting at 1745 from
reception.

Fish or sausage and chips with
drinks on site. We’ll gather by
Whinge and TC’s caravan – No 7
Bredy Down. It fronts onto the
main road.

Slowsucker and Swallow

Sunday

Walk from Reception led by
Snowy and Slippery. We’ll be
stopping for lunch at a pub, so
make sure that you have some
money.
Leaving at 1000
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Dinner at The Stable, part of the
Bull Inn in Bridport. They have
cider and Moretti beer but no
bitter/real ale. We’re gathering
for drinks by No 7 at 1845, so
have your bitter then! Paid For.
Coach provided, leaving at
19.30

Monday

Tuesday

Hash from Seatown hared by Mr
Blobby and C5 leaving at 1030.
Travel in cars. Post Code DT6
6JU. Lunch at the Anchor Inn,
where we start from. Buy your
own.

Eat at the on-site restaurant or at
a local restaurant.

Bike Ride organised by Whinge,
TC, Wavey and NR. Bike hire
shop in Weymouth, with a backup just outside Weymouth.. Travel
in cars, leaving at 0900. There is
a lovely route to Portland which is
approx 15 miles flat (an old
railway line) round trip with lots
of loops to make the ride longer
for those who want it. There’s also
the possibility of a big hill for
those who want something
tougher. Fantastic views, nice pubs
and cafes in Portland. £12.50
per bike for the day.

DIY

Drinks beforehand at No 7,
meeting at 1845

The bike shop is Tilleys and the
address is 9 Frederick Place, DT4
8HQ. There is a large public car
park right opposite the shop,
where we’ll meet at 10 am.
Wednesday

A quiet day! However, at 1500
on the beach, Wave Rider will
lead her fitness class and there
will probably be some beach
games, too, depending on how
many of you turn up.
Meet at 1445 at Reception.

Thursday

Day out at two secret locations.
It should be a very interesting day
and we hope that you’ll really
enjoy it. The coach leaves at
1030.

Hash laid by Flo and Zeb. It’s
from the Five Bells at Whitchurch
Canonicorum and there will be
food afterwards in the pub. We’ll
be inviting at least one local hash
to run with us. Coach leaves at
1745
Dinner at the West Bay Hotel,
which we’ll walk to. Drinks
from No 7 at 1900. We’ll leave
at about 1930.
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Friday

It’s an early start for the Longest
Day hash, led by Spot. More
details will be forthcoming but
there’s certainly breakfast
afterwards, cooked by the 2
Pennies.
Later on, there’s a quiz run
organised by Wave Rider (with a
bit of interference from Nappy
Rash), Whinge and TC. It starts
from Charmouth beach car park
and we’ll leave in cars at 0930
for a 1000 start. There’s a
theme, ‘Oh I do love to be beside
the seaside’. So wear your
beachwear!
There will be a led fossil beach
walk in the afternoon, starting at
1.30 from Charmouth, about 5
mins from the pub where we’re
going after the Quiz run. It’s a
bargain at £7.50 per head and
it’ll be well worth doing.

Saturday
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Leave for home having had a
spiffing time

An evening at The Clock House Inn
in Chideock. The coach leaves at
1830. We have a room to
ourselves, so we’ll do the Hash
Awards when we get there and
then have dinner. We might also
be able to fit in a game of
skittles! Don’t forget your mask!

